Psychologists and behavioural ecologists use neophobia tests to measure behaviours ranging from anxiety to predatory wariness. Psychologists typically focus on underlying cognitive mechanisms at the expense of ecological validity, while behavioural ecologists generally examine adaptive function but ignore cognition. However, neophobia is an ecologically relevant fear behaviour that arises through a cognitive assessment of novel stimuli. Both fields have accrued conflicting results using various testing protocols, making it unclear what neophobia tests measure and what correlations between neophobia and other traits mean. Developing cognitively and ecologically informed tests allows neophobia to be empirically evaluated where appropriate and controlled for where it interferes with other behavioural measures. We offer guidelines for designing tests and stress the need for interdisciplinary dialogue to better explore neophobia's proximate causes and ecological consequences. 
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Psychologists and behavioural ecologists use neophobia tests to measure behaviours ranging from anxiety to predatory wariness. Psychologists typically focus on underlying cognitive mechanisms at the expense of ecological validity, while behavioural ecologists generally examine adaptive function but ignore cognition. However, neophobia is an ecologically relevant fear behaviour that arises through a cognitive assessment of novel stimuli. [15] , measuring latencies to approach novel feeding platforms [16] or consume novel foods [13] . Therefore current testing methods may fall prey to both sides of the jingle-jangle fallacy [17 ,18] : of lumping together distinct behaviours, or of mislabelling the same trait as two separate attributes. Additionally, there has been little attention to potential differences between species in their perception and subsequent responses to the objects, spaces or foods used for testing, and the choice of novel stimuli is rarely validated against known fearful or known stimuli. These oversights have led to a confusing body of conflicting results (see Table 1 ). For example, it is unclear how to compare a test that places a green hairbrush in a common myna's (Acridotheres tristis) home cage (e.g. [2]) with one that exposes a fallow deer (Dama dama) to a mirror in an experimental arena (e.g. [19] ), particularly when they come to opposite conclusions about whether object neophobia correlates with a latency to eat novel food.
Despite utilizing tests developed by psychologists, behavioural ecologists often ignore the cognition underlying fear behaviour, sometimes explicitly (e.g. [5] ). Cognition encompasses the mental processes behind perception, learning, decision making and memory (sensu [20] ); processes that underlie most behaviour. Crucially, responding to something because of its novelty per se relies on classifying an encountered stimulus as novel. Therefore, neophobia involves an additional cognitive process to other fear reactions and may not serve as the best measure www.sciencedirect.com
